


Musicians and Bands
CINTRON LATIN BAND
Cintron is a Latin Soul band formed by the legendary jazz percussionist 
Edgardo Cintron and producer/vocalist, Rocco DePersia. Together they have 
assembled 16 high octane musicians from around the globe who boast past 
credits with an impressive list of major recordings from Latin, Jazz, Pop, and 
R&B. Mike Pedicin, Jr., on saxophone, JAYAR on vocals, Luis “Tony” Perez 
on vocals, and Joe “Stretch” Vinson on guitar are just some of the seasoned 
musicians that help Cintron blend Caribbean Rhythms with dance friendly Latin 
Jazz, crossover Latin Pop, bilingual salsa, and old-school R&B.

CINTRON LATIN TRIO: Price starting at $900.00

CINTRON LATIN BAND: Price starting at $3800.00

MAXIMA ALERTA
“Latin Group of the Year” by Communitarian Media Network, Premio Arte 2017 
Award for Best Latin Band, New Jersey’s Best Latin Group by Cine & Novelas, 
Union City Artist Award and final entry for Latin Grammy’s.  Maxima Alerta, one 
of Cuba’s best known and loved fusion bands, known for its fusion of Cuban 
music and other genres, forming a fresh, hip sound, is made up of 11 highly 
energetic and entertaining musicians.  A must addition for any event!

Price starting at $4000.00

DR. CHEEKO  
Island / Reggae / Latin
There’s really nothing to say—

everyone knows that Dr. Cheeko has always been the benchmark for all party beach 
bands on the Jersey coast - from Secrets in Ocean City, Maryland to Martell’s in Pt. 
Pleasant, Dr. Cheeko has set the standard. Reggae, Calypso, Beach and the best in 
old-school R&B classics, the man just knows how to make the party.

Price starting at $3800.00

DAN BROOKS
Dan Brooks specializes in Latin Classical 
Guitar.   Dan holds his Master’s Degree in 
Classical Guitar from Temple University.  
His skilled, classical Latin style adds a 
certain level of sophistication like no other to any event.  Perfect for cocktail hours, 
cocktail receptions and wedding ceremonies.

Price starting at $600.00



Dance Performances 
and Floor Shows

LATIN SALSA DANCERS
Available for up to three vignettes and salsa dancing lessons. 

Prices starting at $600.00

BRAZILIAN FLOOR SHOW
Traditional Brazilian Samba Dancers to add life to any event! Adorned in colorful costumes, they will be 
available for a meet and greet with guests upon arrival then do a show-stopping floor show!

Prices starting at $2000.00

FLAMENCO DANCERS
Complete the Latin Flavor with the addition of Flamenco Dancers and 
you’ll have your audience truly enjoying the art of  Spanish Culture! 

Prices starting at $900.00



Specialty Acts
CUBAN CIGAR ROLLERS
Our own Master Cigar Roller, Master Rigo, will hand-roll your own cigars to order.  This 
highly entertaining Cuban experience comes complete with wooden matches and cigar 
clippers.  Personalized cigar bands available.

50 Hand-Rolled Cigars: $700.00 
150 Hand-Rolled Cigars: $1,500.00  *Better Value 
250 Hand Rolled Cigars: $2,100.00  *Best Value 
Personalized Cigar Bands: $350.00

CELEBRITY IMPERSONATORS
Prices starting at $900.00 
Choose from a wide variety of characters to enhance your event!

Lucy & Ricky Ricardo  |  Fidel Castro  |  Elvis Presley  |  Austin Powers  |  Capt. Jack 
Sparrow  |  Willy Wonka  |  Rocky Balboa  |  Marilyn Monroe  |  Ed Sullivan  |  and 
Many  More!



Wow Factor Features
RED CARPET ROLL OUT
Includes Red Carpet, Stanchions, Step and Repeat (Photographer not included)

Prices start at $2500.00

EVENT PHOTOGRAPHER
Talented and Professional photographers are at your disposal to capture your favorite moments and lasting memories.

Prices start at $900.00

CUBA LIBRE HOUSE DJS AND MCS
Personalize your event with one of our own  House DJ/MCs to spin your your favorite music! We have Expansive libraries of all 
genres of music.

$100 per hour per DJ or MC



Wow Factor Features
GIFT FAVORS
Send your guests home with these creative and unique parting gifts:

Individual Cuba Libres:  $7.00 each 
(Coca Cola and Mini Rum Bottles) 
Hand-Painted Maraca:  $8.00 each *3 mos. notice required 
Cuban-Style Fedora Hat: $7.00 each 
Cuba Libre Brand Rum Bottle: $3.50 each 
Hand-Rolled Cigars: $12.00 each



Wow Factor Features
FLORAL DESIGN SERVICES
Our in-house floral designs are a go-to service if you’re looking to save time and money. 
Our florist captures the style of both the venue and the client’s vision.

Pricing dependent on Design



Wow Factor Features
PHOTO BOOTH
What better way to capture the fun personalities of your guests at your next big event than with a photo booth?  
Everyone remembers the fun of the boardwalk with the unique experience of a photo booth. 
Our booths are lightweight and can be installed in just about any space. The booth is fully automated  
and includes props to add to the experience. 

$750 for 4 Hours 
$850 for 5 hours


